
Installation Instruction for the Tom Wood NP242J HD Slip
Yoke Eliminator Kit.

Confirm your transfer case is a 242 with identifying
tag. Check to ensure that the stock output shaft has 27
splines, by counting the splines. Please also check that
the speedometer housing appears to be correct for your
application. The original housing may or may not have
a port for insertion of a switch. If your old housing did
not have this port you will not need it with the supplied
housing and visa/ versa. 

Before starting the disassembly of your transfer case
you will need to ensure that the SYE is fully
assembled. The bearing needs to be pressed into the
aluminum housing, this bearing is then held in place
using the supplied 3" diameter retaining ring. To install

this retaining ring you will need to start with the bent end facing away from the bearing and overhanging past
the snap ring groove, into the open space of the housing. Then put the un-bent end of the ring into the groove
and using a flat head screwdriver pry the snap ring into position. See photo.

After ensuring the bearing and retaining ring are both
properly installed you may need to press the seal into the
housing. 
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The basic process is a simple and partial dis-assembly of the
transfer case and the re-assembly in a reverse order using a
modified main-shaft. The transfer-case will be identical to its
original configuration up to and including the rear out-put
bearing. Any snap ring(s) that was originally on the main-shaft
and rearward of the rear out-put bearing will be discarded.

Secure vehicle with wheel chocks or support securely on jack stands. Place transfer case in the neutral position.
Remove rear drive shaft. Drain transfer case oil through drain plug and dispose of used oil properly.

You will have either the Early {E} or the {L} Late model out-put on the transfer case. The early model transfer
case will use a yoke on the drive shaft that slides in past a seal, more or less like that on most automatic
transmissions. The late model transfer case will have a rubber boot that clamps between the transfer case and the
drive shaft. Where there is a difference in the procedure this will be referenced with the corresponding {E} or
{L}.

{E} Remove the 3 bolts that secure the rear bearing and seal retainer/tail-cone. Tap this tail cone side to side
with a rubber mallet to break the silicon seal. After the seal is broken the tail cone should pull straight away.

{L} Remove the rear out-put seal. This will expose the snap ring on the main shaft. You may find that there are
two snap-rings separated by a small spacer. If this is the case, remove both snap rings and the spacer. These will
be discarded.  
         
Remove the speedometer driven gear and spindle. 

Tip (For housings with Speedo Hole):
Before you start assembling the transfer case we suggest you take the new Main Shaft, slide the Blue Nylon
Drive gear onto the Main shaft where it will be (no need to install the snap rings at this time), and slide the new
Tail Housing onto the shaft.  Install the output yoke on the main shaft.  Lay the main shaft and the housing
assembly horizontally on a bench so the speedo hole is facing up.  Take your speedo assembly and slide it into
the new tail housing.  You can now see the driven gear will move away from or toward the drive gear on the
main shaft by twisting the assembly clockwise or counter clockwise in the housing (You can remove the o-ring
from the assembly so it moves more freely, if you do remember to put it back on before final installation so it
does not leak).  Twist the assembly either clockwise or counter clockwise until driven gear meshes with the
drive gear.  You want to make sure the driven gear is in contact at the center position of the drive gear shown on
the (Bottom Left).  You can check this and mark it now so when you put everything together for the final time
your speedometer should work properly.  There are tooth counts on the outside of the speedo housing that you
can use to help you line everything up.  The numbers are shown on the (Bottom Center), for the cable driven,
they are cast into the housing of the Signal Converted type (Bottom Right).
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Remove the four bolts securing the speedometer housing
to the rear case half. Gently pry the speedometer housing
away from the rear case half.

Remove all bolts securing the rear case half. These will be
around the perimeter of the case. You may find one bolt which has an odd looking head. This is simply a 12
MM, 12 point bolt, use the corresponding socket with this bolt.  

Separate the case halves with a gentle prying ,working around the perimeter of the case. It is important that you
work it around the perimeter to break the silicone seal to prevent breaking the case half. 

You should then be able to slide the rear case half away from the transfer case. The oil pump and pick-up tube
will slide off the main-shaft simultaneously. 

Remove the snap ring that retains the chain sprocket to the front out-put shaft. 
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You will now be able to simultaneously remove
the rear out-put shaft, chain and front chain
sprocket by pulling rearward on these.

On the main-shaft you have now removed from
the transfer case, you will need to remove the
parts which are on this main-shaft for installation
to the New main-shaft supplied with your kit.  

Start by removing the snap-ring on the inboard end of the
main-shaft and the tabbed thrust washer which retain the
intermediate sleeve onto the main-shaft. Note the
orientation of this intermediate sleeve, thrust washers and
other parts as they are removed as they will need to be
installed onto the replacement shaft in exactly the same
order.  

After removing the intermediate sleeve, the snap-ring which retains the planetary assembly to the main-shaft
will be accessible. Remove this snap ring, then slide the planetary assembly off the main-shaft. 

At this point you will probably drop the (53) needle
bearings out of the center of the planetary assembly.
They will need to be re-stacked prior to installing the
assembly onto the replacement main-shaft. This is
easily done if you will wipe a medium film of grease
through the bore of the planetary assembly. The
“stickiness” of the grease will keep the bearings in
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place while re-stacking them and while sliding the
assembly onto the replacement main-shaft. A little
grease on your finger will make the needle bearings
easier to place.

After the reassembly of the main-shaft components,
wrap the chain around both sprockets and slide the
main-shaft assembly back into place while
simultaneously sliding the front chain sprocket onto
the front out-put shaft.  Secure the Front chain

sprocket to the front out-put of the transfer case with the snap ring. This is reverse of the dis-assembly
procedure.

Clean all mating surfaces of the case halves and
housings of all old silicon or RTV sealant and oil film.
Before assembling these parts, wipe a thin film of  RTV
sealant across the the finish machined mating surfaces.  
Install oil pump and the pick-up tube into the rear case half. Note that the oil pump tabs are external to the case
half and the pick-up tube is internal. These two parts have a loose fitment and it’s easy for them to dislodge
while installing the rear case half. So be careful. 

Attach the rear case half to the front. This may require a little “jiggling” of the parts but they should more or
less, snap together. A small rubber mallet would be ok to use, A steel hammer may be too much. Confirm that
the oil pump pick up tube remains positioned in it’s proper place. 

Install the speedo drive gear and snap rings.
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We recommend using a thread locking compound on all bolts and nuts.

Install the speedometer housing on the transfer case. 

* To help prevent leaks through the bore of the rear out-put yoke, we suggest wiping a thin film of RTV through
the bore before sliding this part on. The excess will ooze outward. 

Then slide on the rear out-put yoke*. Secure this yoke with the Lock Nut supplied.  Suggested torque is 140-150
FT/LBS in addition to using a thread locking compound.

Install speedo assembly as per earlier Tip, and shift position sensor as needed.

Refill with proper lubricant and install drive shaft etc....

Now Check and correct as necessary for proper drive shaft geometry.
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Note: To prevent drive shaft torsional vibrations, your net U-joint angle at the differential should be no less than
1 degree and no more than 3 degree’s different than the drive shaft slope.  It is best to leave the pinion lower
rather than higher to allow for natural spring wrap.

YOU ARE THE FINAL INSPECTOR! DOUBLE CHECK TO MAKE SURE ALL COMPONENTS
ARE TIGHT AND CONNECTED PROPERLY AND FULID LEVELS ARE CORRECT BEFORE
DRIVING.

Any questions please call Tom Wood’s Custom Drive Shafts
1-877-497-4238
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